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Calls made Monday night, September 30, 1974, in re Hungate Committee

Harlow

football game

Byrnes

not home
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Laird -- will support
Rhodes -- respects decision
Devine

favorable

Michel

great

Anderson -- good move
Dennis -- great, good decision, will support
Scott -- very fine, favors some type of appearance before Congress to
clear up this thing
Griffin - - OK
Brock -- favorable
Rockefeller

great, gutsy , courageous

Les Arends

appreciated call

Goldwater -- not available
Haig -- favorable
Hogan -- football game
I

Mann -- "great," ''that won't hurt him"
Mayne -- "that's fine, "

~

"best way"

Waggonner -- delighted and will support
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Byrnes -- not home
Laird -- will support
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Rhodes -- respects decision
Devine -- favorable
Michel -- great
Anderson -- good move
Dennis -- great, good decision, will support
Scott -- very fine, favors some type of appearance before Congress to
clear up this thing
Griffin -- OK
Brock -- favorable
Rockefeller

great, gutsy , courageous
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appreciated call

Goldwater -- not available
Haig -- favorable
Hogan -- football game
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Mayne -- "that's fine," "best way"
Waggonner -- delighted and will support
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